
Telcordia NMA to Alcatel SONET Elements with TL1/OSI Interfaces 
for Surveillance Using an X.25 DCN Network

Application Note

Application Overview

The AIswitch (AI180I, AI130, and AI110 Series Chassis) allows you to connect Alcatel synchronous optical network 
(SONET) to Telcordia's network management architecture (NMA) for TL1 alarm surveillance. The Alcatel 1603SM, 
1610OA, 1612SM, 1648SM, and MDR use open systems interconnect (OSI) protocol on their 10BaseT management 
interfaces.  This means a legacy X.25 network and legacy X.25 NMA interface would not be able to connect to the 
Alcatel SONET.  An AIswitch equipped with the AI193-FT (FTAM Gateway Line Card) and the AI296 (High Speed 
Multi-Protocol Line Card) solves this problem and allows you to further utilize your existing infrastructure.  

This approach also simplifies your NMA database programming.  Database programming is a key consideration when 
migrating legacy Alcatel X.25 interfaces to the newer OSI interface.  An existing network of Alcatel elements, with X.25 
interfaces, relies on a single logical channel number (LCN) from NMA for each ring.  Changing the elements to OSI 
disrupts this setup and forces you to use an LCN for every attached element.  This means you have to completely 
reprogram your network element (NE) associations in NMA.  It also means you may exhaust your LCN resources in 
NMA.  The AI193-FT solves these problems with its target identifier (TID) multiplexing feature.  TID multiplexing allows 
the AI193-FT to appear to NMA as the gateway network element (GNE) for each ring.  NMA maintains the same NE to 
LCN associations.  This greatly simplifies your interface migration saving you time and eliminating manual database 
mistakes.

Features & Benefits

· Recover existing infrastructure - You can move forward with your NE upgrades without having to change your existing
  X.25 data communications network (DCN) or NMA interface.  
· Decrease time to market - Upgrade NEs today without having to wait for network changes or database changes in 
  NMA.  The exclusive TID multiplexing features in the AI193-FT makes this possible. 
· Self-learning network architecture - The AI193-FT uses industry standard TID access resolution protocol (TARP) to
  automatically discover and connect to NEs.  This saves you time and effort on installation and turn-up.
· Seamless migration to TCP/IP - The AI193-FT also supports a TCP/IP interface.  Your NEs and CO LAN strategy will
  already be in place when you move to a routed TCP/IP network.  
· Integrated protocol conversion, WAN, and CO LAN - All your networking needs are supported and SNMP managed
  from the AIswitch.  The AIswitch supports LAN modules like the AI194 (24-Port Ethernet Hub Line Card) and the
  AI294 (Ethernet Switch Line Card).  The AIswitch also supports WAN modules like the AI2524 (Multi-Protocol
  Integrated Router).
· Software Download Ready - The AI193-FT also allows you to use an file transfer protocol (FTP) server to download /
  upload files to your OSI managed NEs. 

AI Components

AI Product Model Number Description
AI193-FT FTAM Gateway Line Card
AI2524 Multi-Protocol Router
AI296 16-Port High Speed Asynchronous Line Card,

which supports all combinations of RS232,
RS530, andV.35 to support other networking 
applications in addition to SONET surveillance

AI294 Ethernet Switch Line Card (Optional)

AIswitch
AI180I, AI130, and AI110 chassis and common
equipment are NEBS Level 3 compliant, -48V DC,
redundant powered, enclosure for the Telco office
environment
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This is how it works:
1. NMA makes an X.25 connection request in the X.25 DCN.
2. The connection request terminates in the AI296.
3. An internal connection is made between the AI296 and AI193-FT.
4. The AI193-FT holds the connection and waits for NMA to send a TL1 message (typically ACT-USER).
5. The AI193-FT extracts the TID from the TL1 message and performs a TARP search for the NE.
6. The NE responds and the AI193-FT complete the OSI association and send the data.  All subsequent
    datagrams follow this established path.
7. After establishing the connection to the GNE, NMA attempts to connect to the subtending NEs.  The
    AI193-FT continues to check the TIDs and spawns a new OSI association for each subtending NE.  No
    NMA database changes are required.

Please note, AIswitch has the capability to support multiple, diverse applications in addition to the application 
presented in this document. For information on additional applications, please visit our web site at www.aiinet.com.
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